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Abstract 

This note makes the synthesis of the results of a fundamental survey done in the sector of  Betaly-
Anavoha in the south-southwestern  part of  Madagascar. The main aim is to determine the geological 
conditions of the zone as well as the features of the mineral lodgings, and to study the possible 
presence of mineral resources. Compilation and exam of the existing data, spectral analysis of the 
satellite data and geological surveys were carried out. 

The satellite image reflects the geological structure of the studied sector. It constitutes a very 
precious tool to the stage of the exploratory studies and also to the stage of the detailed studies. 
However, the identification of the rocks requires the recourse to means corrections or complementary 
such as spectral analysis, geological survey or drilling because the density of vegetation modifies the 
spectral features. 

The Proterozoic rocks of the studied sector are susceptible to conceal a variety of mineral 
resources including precious stones such as the ruby, non-metallic and metallic ores. In general, the 
met lodging cupriferous is of reduced size and localization dispersed. 

So, it will be necessary to foresee an exam of the quality, the size, localization, the conditions of 
exploitation and outlets. It is also of interest to establish a metallogenic survey including classification 
of the lodgings according to their age of formation and their origin in order to select an important 
project. 
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Résumé 

Cette note fait la synthèse des résultats d'une étude fondamentale effectuée dans le secteur de 
Betaly-Anavoha dans la partie sud-sud-ouest de Madagascar. Elle a pour objectifs de déterminer les 
conditions géologiques de la zone ainsi que les caractéristiques des gîtes minéraux, et d’étudier la 
présence éventuelle de ressources minérales. Les travaux effectués comprennent la compilation et 
l’examen des données existantes, la lecture des images satellites, l’analyse spectrale des données 
satellites et les levés géologiques. 

Les images satellites qui reflètent bien la structure géologique du secteur étudié constituent un 
outil très précieux non seulement au stade des études préliminaires mais aussi au stade des études 
détaillées. Il convient de signaler que l'identification des roches nécessite le recours à des moyens 
rectificatifs ou complémentaires tels que l'analyse spectrale ou les sondages de contrôle in situ car le 
couvert végétal modifie largement les caractéristiques spectrales. 

Le socle cristallin protérozoïque du secteur étudié est susceptible de receler des ressources 
minérales très diverses telles que des pierres précieuses comme le rubis, des minerais non-métallifères 
et métallifères. En général, les gîtes cuprifères rencontrés sont de taille réduite et de localisation 
dispersée. 

Aussi, il faudra prévoir un examen de la qualité, de la taille, de la localisation, des conditions 
d'exploitation et des débouchés. Il est aussi souhaitable d'établir une étude métallogénique incluant la 
classification des gîtes selon leur âge de formation et leur origine afin de sélectionner un projet 
prioritaire. 
 
Mots clés : Exploration, analyse spectrale, amphibolites, ressources minérales,  rubis, cuivre. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 
1.1 Problem statement - Motivation 
 
The Malagasy mining industry produces some industrial mineral commodities, including a variety of 
gem stones; but mineral production is a small contributor to the overall Gross Domestic Product 
(GDP). Reserves and mineral resources of Madagascar are not well known but are considered to be 
large. Modern method of research, including geoinformation technology and remote sensing analysis, 
could help miners to reveal the existence of economic deposits. Anyway, geoscientists and miners are 
involved in the economic life of this country and have to try to find the adequate ways and solutions. 
 
1.2 Aims 
 
The general aim of this survey is to clarify the geological environment and its mineralization and to 
investigate mainly possibilities of the occurrence of ore deposits such as ruby and copper in the 
Betaly–Anavoha area, south Madagascar. 
 
1.3 Overview 
 
Although various kinds of mineralization have been discovered in Madagascar (Besairie, 1966)[3] only 
a few of them have been exploited as mines, because of small-scale, incomplete exploration and 
insufficient ore reserves. 
 
However, the southern part of Madagascar has recently attracted the gemological community since the 
discovery and the production in important quantity of precious and semi precious colored stones 
mined from alluvial deposits of Neogene to detritic sedimentary rocks within the Karroo terrains (late 
Carboniferous - middle Jurassic) in the Ilakaka and Sakaraha areas. Primary deposits of gem-
corundum, (i.e. ruby, sapphire), are located within the high grade metamorphic terrains of the 
Proterozoic granulitic groups of the southern part of the country. Natural ruby is mined in the 
Vohitany and Anavoha areas (Figure 1), and sapphire is exploited at the Andranondambo area, both in 
south part of the island. Geochemical remobilization during metamorphism of Pan African Event 
(750-550 Ma) has resulted in various mineral concentrations from probable exploitation of gold ore to 
economic occurrences of gem stones. 
 
Production of corundum in the studied area is predominantly industrial-quality stones. Less than 5% of 
production is of quality gem (Andrianaivo, 2000)[1], including a small proportion of red stones (i.e. 
ruby).  
 
The sales and trade of gemstones such as ruby are mined by the small, numerous, privately owned 
operations. In Madagascar, production of gem stones and other mineral economic deposits has 
increased in recent years, driven both by domestic consumption and by exports to earn foreign 
exchange credits. 
 
1.4 References to related work 
 
Concerning the outline of geology, the gneissic rocks of the Precambrian Vohibory bloc in this area 
are composed of paragneiss, orthogneiss, quartzite, amphibolite, marble (Boulanger, 1953[4]; Noizet, 
1958[8];Besairie, 1970a [2]), metabasite, anorthosite/plagioclasite and skarn (Andrianaivo, 2000)[1].  
 
Amphibolite rocks are exposed occasionally as oval hills in Betaly-Anavoha area, show very regular 
oval shape accompanied by marble in its margin. Amphibolite is mainly of hornblende showing black 
color. Small bodies of serpentinite are rarely found in the area. Marble is usually well exposed 
showing blue color and coarse-grained. ruby is found within amphibolite, plagioclasite and skarn 
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(Figure 2). Cooper mineralization mainly composed of malachite and chalcosine is found within 
pegmatites, quartz veins and amphibolites rocks (Boulanger, 1953[4]; Razafiniparany, 1978[10]). In this 
area, kilometer scale folds (Boulanger, 1953) [4], ductile shear zones (Rolin, 1991[12]; Razakamanana, 
1999[11]) and a repetition of dome and basin structures (Martelat et al, 1995[6]; de Wit et al, 2002[5]) are 
previously documented. 
 

 
 
Figure 1: Location of the study area and geological map of Madagascar (after Randriamamonjy, 2006)[9] 
 
2. MAIN BODY 
 
2.1 Methods 
Betaly-Anavoha area in which ruby and copper deposits are in occurrence is selected for training 
study. The spectral digital analyses of Landsat Thematic Mapper TM data of 2000, using Erdas 
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Imagine software, were carried out in order to perform more detailed investigation. Each false color 
image was studied and compared to the existing geological data. The field check survey, the 
compilation and the reinterpretation of existing data were carried out. 
 
2.2 Spectral analysis results of Betaly-Anavoha area 
 
2.2.1 Outline  
The studied area is located in the southern part of the island and vegetation is supposed to be rare. 
Relationship between geological setting and distribution of ruby and cooper mineralization are not 
represented clearly in existing geological map. 
 
2.2.2 False color image  
In bands 7-3-2 false color image (Figure 2), lithologic units composed mainly of Proterozoic 
metamorphic rocks are clearly recognized. Host rock of ruby appears as green and those of copper 
appear as brownish in this image. Bluish pixel might indicate surface materials containing many 
carbonate minerals forming the marble. Dark pixels correspond to clay minerals and gneissic rocks 
show light color. Dark green color might be interpreted as high density zones of vegetation. 
 

 
Figure 2: False color image of Landsat TM (Band 7-3-2 = R-G-B) showing lineaments and the location of 

mineral resources of the study area (yellow circle: copper, red triangle: ruby, blue circle: beryl) 
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2.2.3 Hydrothermal composite image  
 
This method concerns the ratio 5/7, 3/1 and 4/3 bands. Hydrothermal composite image (Figure 3) is 
expected to extract the distribution zones of minerals which have absorption peak of infrared in range 
of TM band 7 like clay minerals, reducing effects by vegetation cover. 
Most of pixels with high 3/1 ratio are distributed in orthogneiss (green color) and others metamorphic 
rocks. Marble has low value of 3/1 ratio. Ratioing by TM bands 3/1 is available to detect iron oxides 
like magnetite. That might mean oxidation in surface is controlled by humidity or other climatic 
conditions.  
Bands 4/3 ratio is available to know density of vegetation. High density zones of vegetation are 
observed as bluish color with high 4/3 ratio in this image. 
Since TM band 7 covers absorption peak of infra-red by many clay minerals, 5/7 ratio is effective to 
detect distribution of clay minerals. In this area, 5/7 ratio shows positive correlation well with 4/3 
ratio. Anomaly of 5/7 ratio, showing purplish rose pixels, might indicate surface materials containing 
many clay minerals. 
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Figure 3: Pseudo color image of Betaly-Anavoha area - Hydrothermal composite image 
2.2.4 Mineral composite image  
 
This method includes 5/7, 5/4 and 3/1 bands ratio. Bands 5/4 ratio is available to know ferrous 
mineral. Clay minerals appear as blue in the image (Figure 4). Pixels containing high density of 
vegetation appear as bluish or light-blue. 
 

 
 

Figure 4: Pseudo color image of Betaly-Anavoha area - Mineral composite image 
 
2.3 Synthetic interpretation 
 
The satellite images indicate clearly regional geological structures which are difficult to detect by the 
field survey. It is worth noting that it is not always easy to distinguish the rock types and their 
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distributions on the satellite images, because the spectral character of each rock is disturbed by the 
radiation from the vegetation on the surface. 
 
As the results, the false color image of bands 7-3-2 was judged to be the best for the interpretation of 
rock facies and geological structure. We can differentiate distribution zones of carbonate rocks in 
Preoterozoic metamorphic rocks by 7-3-2 image false color of Betaly-Anavoha area. Copper deposits 
are located commonly inside of anomalous zones of bands 5/7 ratio, while those of ruby are located 
inside of high anomalous of bands 4/3 ratio. 
 
Folded structures, dome and basin structures are in accordance with the existing geologic map but 
distribution of lenticular gneissic rocks cannot be interpreted clearly compared to existing geologic 
map. 
 
The Northwest-Southeast fault system is developed more or less in parallel with the distribution of the 
host rock of ruby (Mercier et al, 1997[7]) and accompanied by the Tertiary volcanic rocks (Boulanger, 
1953[4]). Recent River or drainage system on the surface is remarkably influenced by this fault system 
(Figure 2). 
 
2.3 Geological field check survey 
 
In the Betaly-Anavoha and Vohitany areas, the interpretation of satellite image and a cross section of 
ruby bearing amphibolite (metabasite) give the geometry of the ruby host rock (Andrianaivo, 2000) [1]. 
It is worth noting that the host rocks appear as a “massif” or a pipe but not a band as shown in the 
ancient geological map. Recent studies of these host rocks suggest that they can be classified as 
metamorphosed mafic/ultramafic and also metasomatic origin (Andrianaivo, 2000) [1]. 
 
In general, boundaries among each lithology (geologic units) are delineated accurately with respect to 
existing geologic map. Most of copper indications are found as disseminations of green copper on a 
small scale in the quartz veins (less than 1meter width) or pegmatites and the surrounding sheared and 
brecciated zone in amphibolite rock. Many of copper deposits are located along lineaments, periclinal 
structure, or might present a certain link with the thickening of the hinge of a fold in this interpretation 
map (Figure 2). Ruby deposits of the studied area are located along the NW-SE fault system. Thus, 
structural and tectonic controls may have an important role in the distribution in space and in time of 
the ore-forming processes. 
 
3. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
 
Local geological structure is reflected clearly by spectral analysis of satellite images. This technique is 
very useful for geological survey not only in the stage of reconnaissance but in the stage of detailed 
survey. However, it needs some adjustment means or some supplementary means for the judgment of 
rock facies, because the spectral data are disturbed by the radiation of vegetation on the surface. 
 
Various types of mineral resources such as gem stones, non-metallic minerals and metallic minerals 
are expected to be occurring in the southern area of Madagascar. According to the study of the factors 
of exploitability including quality, quantity, conditions of occurrence, development and market, the 
ruby mineralization in the Betaly-Anavoha area is more interesting for future exploration. 
 
Concerning the copper mineralization, the ore deposit is of pegmatite type, vein-type or dissemination 
type in the amphibolite rock. The ore bodies are of small scale and sporadic. So, it is difficult to 
proceed to the exploitation under the present conditions. It is worth noting that copper indications are 
found widely in the surrounding areas. 
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In the future, it is of interest to establish a large seat exploration program including detailed geological 
survey, geochemical prospecting and geophysical prospecting and so on, in the areas where copper 
and ruby indications are reported. It is also of interest to establish a metallogenic survey including 
classification of the lodgings according to their age of formation and their origin in order to select an 
important project. 
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